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It is the spirit in a man, the breath of the Almighty, that gives him understanding. It is not only the old who are wise, nor
only the aged who understand what is right.
- Job 32: 8-9
Our theme for this issue is "The Old
and the New". Our cover and some of
the articles deal with the relationship
between the old and the new, between
Age and Youth. Itseemed appropriate
to me to consider the past and the
future as we approach the start of our
Centennial in June.
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We welcome suggestions from alumni
for future themes. We also appreciate
the letters about our last issue, some
praising, some critical. The criticism,
however, was largely limited to our
failure to do justice to Larry Korver.
My only response is: "Sorry, but it's
hard to do justice to such a great guy."
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This is your alumni magazine. Three
alums have agreed to serve on an
active "advisory board". We will meet
regularly to consider suggestions. I
look forward to working with the
board, with Cornie Wassink, with
Agnes Steunenberg and with all our
readers to make "The Classic" an
alumni magazine we can all enjoy.
- Bill Lovelady
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If you are not an alumnus this will be the last copy you
receive. However, we will keep you informed of what is
going on at Northwestern with another publication.
The IN SIGHT will be re-designed as a general news-
letter, and you will receive it four times a year. If you do
not receive a copy by September, please let us know so
we can check our mailing list. Thanks for being patient
while we re-align our publications so they will communi-
cate in the most effective and economic way with all our
alumni and friends.
This book, written to celebrate Northwestern's Centennial,
can be yours at a special pre-publication price of only
$6.95 postage free
Make checks payable to: Northwestern College
Mail before May 181. to:
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Growing old? "The best is yet to be!" by Nancy Riggan
Someone once remarked that getting old isn't so bad
when you consider the alternative. Yet the young must look
ahead to that period of life with dread and revulsion, picturing
it as an unbecoming time concerned with battling irregu-
larity, loose dentures, gray hair, and senility. To them Rabbi
Ben Ezra's words (through the pen of Robert Browning)
must sound a hollow mockery:
"Grow old along with me'
The best is yet to be,
The last of life, for which the first was made."
Growing old is not exactly a picnic, but it does have its com-
pensations. Provided you retain an adventurous spirit, these
are years to try out wings in new endeavors. Unencumbered
by children (you did remember to push the last one out
of the nest"), you are free to pursue hobbies or more
serious undertakings that have lain dormant in the back of
the mind for 10, these many years. From crocheting to
calligraphy, from accounting to counted cross-stitch, there
are doors just waiting to be opened. Mind and body both
need exercise to keep in good working condition.
Sometimes we need instruction in order to take up a new field.
Colleges such as Northwestern are doing their best to assist
such ventures. Elderhostel projects, as well as late afternoon
and evening classes, are geared especially to the older
learner, but mixing in with the regular student classes is
also encouraged. A mix of age groups is desirable in the
classroom and is advantageous to all groups concerned. If
the older student is wary of his ability to compete with the
teens and twenties, if he, in other words, wants to test the
water with his toes before he jumps in, he may choose to audit
a course, rather than take it for credit and a grade.
Learning may come from other educational facilities, too.
Community colleges and public high schools frequently
offer adult education courses, many of them geared to pract-
ical items such ·as handling finances, learning real-estate
salesmanship, or brushing up on typing skills. Even more
utilitarian are lessons in microwave cooking or in refinishing
or re-upholstering furniture. "The world is so full of a number
of things ... "
"You can't teach an old dog new tricks" is a line which we all
should commit to forgetfulness. Along with studying new
fields we also need to undo the bad habits the years have
woven into our lifestyles, habits which make the later
years unhappy for us and unpleasant for others.
One of the worst of these habits, actually a dangerous one, is
that of succumbing to the sedentary life. In it we're like an
eight-day clock set permanently in its eighth-day wind-
down, the ticks and tocks coming slower and slower. We
let others wait on us, seeing it as a reward for making it to these
"Golden Years." Sitting in the lap of a La-Z-Boy all day
could be construed as a slow form of suicide, albeit an un-
intentional one. Our heart and lungs cry out for activity, and
we would be doing ourselves a favor is we gave into that
insistence.
Do we cringe at the notion that this would mean ressurecting
calisthentics from long-gone high school days? Perish the
thought. Being active can take many forms from going up
and down stairways a few times a day to walking uptown to
mail a letter. Do we want some water? Then, let's get it
ourselves, instead of asking Granddaughter to fetch it.
Do we want a copy of the morning paper? Let's hoof it two
blocks to the dispenser box. Doing it for ourselves will keep
us from doing ourselves in.
Let us now praise walking. It is the simplest exercise and
may be one of the best. Furthermore, it takes no special
equipment or training. We've been at it since the first years
of life, so we should be good at it, if practice makes perfect.
The pace can be adjusted to the individual. Some like a brisk
walk, while others prefer a leisurely saunter. The faster
stepping is better, but any speed is preferable to none. We
can keep President Harry Truman in mind as our role model.
We may have differed with him on MacArthur and on the
A-Bomb, but it's hard to find anything negative about his
superb walking patterns. A cardiac specialist (perhaps it was
President Eisenhower's doctor, Paul Dudley White) de-
scribed the legs as being like a second heart. Let's step lightly'
Another trick we might strive to forget is that of complaining.
"Accentuate the Positive" went the old song, and that's good
advice yet, do our gatherings become "whine" parties? And
are we losing friends and not influencing people because of
this trait? Then it would behoove us to derail this train and
get on board a more upbeat express. Finding fault constantly
is not good for our mental health, and it certainly doesn't
bring droves of people to visit us. A litany of aches and pains,
of troubles filial and financial, is detrimental to both speaker
and hearer. Remember Mother's advice: If you can't say
something nice, .
Living alone is the pattern for many in later years, and some
see it as a lonely condition. Certainly it can be, but we might
stand that problem on end and remodel it: You were loneli-
ness, you now are privacy. When you have a house or apartment
to yourself, you may practice singing, dawdle over dishes.or
stay in the shower till the hot water runs out, with no one to
say you nay. You have a freedom that is the positive side
of the aloneness coin. We might be thankful for small favors,
for being able to eat dinner anywhere in the house, or for being
able to rise at the time we choose.
This is not to denigrate the condition called loneliness. It
is real and does rear its ugly head at times. "To have a friend,
be one", is an axiom we could benefit by heeding. We might
take another lonely person shopping with us, or invite
someone over for quilting or for coffee. When real problems
do beset us, we can be ears for each other's crises or tragedies.
Old age, viewed in a positive way, can be a time of learn-
ing, re-learning, and un-learning. It can be a time of intro-
spection, retrospection, and inspection. It can mean peace
with yourself, with your neighbor, and with God. It can be a
period to replace "The Old Gray Mare, She Ain't What
She Used To Be" with "Happy Days Are Here Again." Yes
old age can be beautiful.
Will Mother go back to college and then on to medical
school? Will Grandfather enter the New York Marathon?
Will Great-auntie write a best-selling memoir?
Tune in tomorrow ... which is a good word on which to end.
Nancy Riggan (71) is an Instructor In Basic Writing <IINorthwevrcm. She has an MA From usn
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George Heusinkveld was born on a farm near Hull on
May 31,1917. Shortly afterwards, the family moved to a
home in Hull, and in 1922 George started school. For a
while the family lived in Sioux Center. They returned to
the farm when George was in the fourth grade. From 1934
to 1936 he was a student at Northwestern Junior College.
He became a journalist.
George kept a diary, and four volumes are on loan to the
college. Here is the first of a series of extracts from those
volumes:
August 17, 1934 - Harriet and I went to a picnic for pros-
pective Northwestern students at Sheldon Park ... I knew
most of the kid's names but none knew me, so I didn't have
much fun until it was time to eat .. , When it was time to go
home I had to pump up a tire and fool around with a dead bat-
tery. Dewey Kuiken cranked up the car for me, and I
became a little more acquainted.
September I, 1934 - Bud Vander Scaaf and his mother talked
to me a little while about college and the time of registration.
September 4, 1934 - I started to get ready to go to Orange
City. I took along a few text books, my clarinet and my in-
struction book, and a few clothes ... We first stopped at
Hoekman's and left my baggage. It's quite a swell place ...
Then we went to the college buildings. First I had to get an
admission card and pay admission fee, $10, (Dad paid it),
then get matriculation card, then class cards from the different
teachers and then hand all these in at the office and get a
registration card. After this I went back to my boarding place
at the Hoekman's and had supper. After supper I played
catch with Frederick Hoekman, who is about fourteen and a
freshman at the Academy. His sister, Anna, is about twelve
and is going to the Christian school in the seventh grade. Mr.
Hoekman's first name is Wessel. Katy Hanama is the hired
girl. Theodore Howerzyl is an old man from South Dakota
boarding with the Hoekman's. His nickname is Tayo. Also
boarding here are Bertha Koerselman from George, a very
stunning looker and an extensive talker, a junior in the Acad-
emy; and Maria Hibma from Harris, a freshman in college. As
soon as it was dark, Fred and I went up to our room. He has
a guitar, so we played guitar and clarinet for a while then
we read. I'm beginning to read "The V.P. Trail". About half
past ten we turned in.
September 5, 1934 - I walked to school and talked to the
students from Hull; Bud, John De Wild, Jimmie, Toots, John
Visser, Bert Hubers, John De Jong, Albertha Kooiker,
Helena Haverman, Evelyn Roelofs and Paul Bolks. Then I
went to the gym for chapel at ten o'clock. We sang some hymns,
Rev. Mollema from Alton, Ill., preached, and Senator Roelofs
gave a speech. Rev. Heemstra has some announcements to
make. After dinner at the Hoekman's I went back to classes.
I shall put in my diary my schedule of classes as soon as it is
definitely settled. I got through class at three o'clock and went
back to my room to write this. Then I went down to supper and
was introduced to Pete Van Zee and John Van Zee's family
from South Dakota. Then I went uptown with Fred to see if
the band would play, but it didn't. I bought a pack of cards and
we played Rummy up in my room. Then we had to saw some
wood.
September 6, 1934 - I had to be called for breakfast this
morning, so you can see I am getting used to town life pretty
fast! At 8:35 I had to appear in chapel. It will be held every
morning except Tuesdays. After chapel I began my classes.
First to Contemporary Literature taught by Miss Billups; it
has nineteen students. We conversed about Stevenson and his
works, and our first assignment is one of his stories. Almost
all of the freshmen are in Bible class and a few sophomores.
Mr. Heemstra began class by giving a little psychological
test, then told us the nature of the subject. After dinner I went
back to the college and ordered two Chemistry books (a text-
book and a manual) and two English books. (Handbook and
Essay Anthology) by way of Bennet Brink's bookstore. Having
no classes in the afternoon, I played horseshoes with Bud
and Toots in the park, then went to my room and studied.
I then spent an enjoyable hour in the town library, and then
to supper. After supper I looked through Mr. Howerzyl's
telescope. then I tried some records on the phonograph. I
was just about to go to bed early when De Groot's from Sioux
Center dropped in and I helped visit with them. When they
left we went to our room. Fred is now reading "The V.P.
Trail" and I am writing this. I wish to throw in some additional
information,
I am a student at the Northwestern Junior College. The
college is combined with the Northwestern Classical Academy.
Both are in the same two buildings, Science Hall and Zwemer
Hall, way at the south end of the Orange City. Hoekman
house is one and a half blocks west of the First Reformed
Church on the south side of the street; it is a gray house. Fred
and I have the west room upstairs. Mr. Hoekman has a job
in Doon,
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New Faculty Faces
Mr. Michael Vander wee!e is an Assistant Professor
of English. Mr. Vander weete earned the B.A. degree in
1973 at Trinity Christian College and is presently in the
Ph.D. program at the University of lowa. where he has been
serving as an Instructor In Writing and Research Assistant.
Mr. Vander wecle is presently associated with the Christian
Refonned Church
Dr. Ronald Toering is Assistant Professor of Music. working
primarily in instrumental music. Dr Toering earned the B.A.
degree at Calvin College in 1973. the M.M, degree at
Western Michigan University in 1974, and has just cern-
plcted the n,M.A. degree at the University of Cincinnau
He is presently associated with the United Methodist Church
and comes to Northwestern after having served as Instructor
in Music at Luther College He directs the Concert Band.
Dr, Gar)' weaver is an Assistant Professor of Philosophy,
Dr. Weaver earned the B.A. degree at Bucknell UnIversity
in 1974 and the Ph.D. degree at the University of Iowa in
1980. He is presently associated with the Presbyterian
Church. He previO(lsly taught at Western Kelllucky
University
I am certainly grateful for this opportunity to reach
Christian young people, and yet more and more I
am aware of the tremendous responsibility in he/ping
shape their thoughts and minds. I am finding out for
myself something most seasoned academicians would
probably readily admir to, and that is how excited
and encouraged I am when individual students dem-
onstrate real inteltecs curiosity for the discipline
they are srudying/
- Ian Johnston
I'm excited to be here. I'I'e had good students in my
introductcrv course, and I expect good things of rhem
in the next few years. I'm especially excited about the
progress many students nave made in creative writing.
I feel like a coach who has pushed and pushed his
players and then is suddenly surprised by how good
they are. I hope we can begin 10 expand this program
soon.
As Christians h'e have an obligation to bring all
aspects of our lives under Christ's lordship. Since
joining Northwestern, Tve come to appreciate the
college's commitment to the task of integrating a
liberal arts education witn the Christian life. and
have enjoyed the friendliness and openness of the
college community,
- Gary ~Veal'e,.
- Mike Vander Weele
Dr. William Herzog. teaches Communications Studies.
Dr. Herzog earned the B.A. degree at Wheaton College
in 1952. the M.A. at Indiana University in 1962, and the
Ph.D at Michigan State University in 1967. He is affiliated
with the Refonned Church and most recently served on
the Faculty of Bethany Collegc as Associate Professor
of Communications.
Dr. Ian Johnston, who is presently involved in post-doctoral
research in the Field of immunology, is Assistant Pro-
fessor of Biology. He is presently affiliated with the United
Presbylerian Church. His educational background includes
the B.A. and M.A. degrees from Cambridge University, com-
pleted in 1970. and the Ph.D. from U.C.L.A .. completed
in 1978.
Mr. Dennis Olson is a member of the Department of Physi-
cal Education. He received the B.A. degree in 1961 from
Trinity College and the M.S. degree in 1965 from Indiana
University. He has also completed course work For the
doctoral degree at Indiana University, He is presently
associated with the Evangelical Free Church of America.
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Dr. Radandt explains plans to Professors Weiss and Vander Werf.
Plans for the new chapel have been Dr. Radandt reports that the city
revealed. The architects (Bussard, Dikis council's reaction to the recommended
of Des Moines) have completed a pre- site has been positive. He said that the
liminary on-campus study and have council seems willing to cooperate if
made recommendations. They believe streets or utility lines are affected. "It
the best location would be on the north will serves as a link between community
edge of the campus near the intersection and college and provide a superb per-
of Seventh Street and Central Avenue. formance facility for Orange City. The
One of the main reasons for rejecting council is certainly willing to explore
a site on the south side of Route 10 what would need to be done to make
was the problem of hundreds of stu- it possible," he said.
dents crossing a major highway twice Futher decisions concerning exactly
on their way to and from chapel. An- what facilities will be included and how
other reason was that a chapel situated it will be financed are also expected
between the college and the community soon. The Board of Trustees has al-
would symbolize the relationship be- ready decided that construction will not
tween Northwestern and Orange City. begin until 75% of the cost has been
A third reason was that the chapel would obtained.
add to the "campus" effect by facing a "This is probably the most significant
grassy area which many other build- building we will ever construct on this
ings already face. campus, therefore it behooves us to
A final decision on the site is expected plan very carefully," Dr. Randant said.
soon; the architects will then continue
their work.
An original musical revue which in-
cluded many Broadway hit songs was
staged at The Playhouse on February
12th and 13th. Lonnie Kibiger wrote
the revue, as well as directing and play-
ing the lead. The rest of the cast con-
sisted of Carma Herring, Kent Hoskins,
Dan Addington, Darlene Grossnickle
and Dan Landegent. The revue, entitled
"The Shubert", played to packed
houses.
Dr. Frans Kellendonk of Amsterdam,
who is writer-in-residence at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota, visited the campus
on February 22nd and 23rd. He gave a
public lecture on post-war Dutch liter-
ature, and he read from some of his own
work. His books include "Bouwval"
and "Nitksnut". He also translated
Henry James' "The Awkward Age"
into Dutch. Dr. Kellendonk visited a
number of classes while on the campus.
The Robert Schuller Film Workshop
held on the campus February 19th and
20th drew almost a hundred ministers
and lay leaders from churches in a wide
area. Dr. Herman Ridder from Grand
Rapids conducted the workshop.
During February the work of Charles
Raymond III, a full-blooded Winnebago
Indian, was exhibited in the Te Paske
Art Gallery. Most of the works depict
Indian culture and everyday actions.
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Yasuko Oga is a student from Japan.
She says: "I knew before I came here
that Northwestern was a small Christian
college, but I was surprised when 1 got
here. I felt something that was very
special, something that 1 had never felt
before. Gradually I came to realize
what it was. It was the friendly, bright
smiles; all of the students were kind
and friendly, and all my professors were
helpful and were close to their students.
Although I still have some language
problems, everyone talks to me in the
dorms, in their offices, in the cafeteria,
everywhere.
As I sit in Chapel, during Bible study,
or when we are singing gospel songs
together - at these times I feel that I
am really living in Christ. I thank God
that He sent me here from Japan. In
this time He has given me at North-
western, I am enjoying everything. I
praise God that He has given me an
experience which has changed my life
and will make me a better Christian."
Yasuko is one of many students from
all over the world whose lives have been
changed at Northwestern. These stu-
dents from other lands also change the
lives of American students at North-
western. Then, when these foreign stu-
dents return to their own land, their first-
hand experience of America enables
them to give a true account to their
families and friends of life in this land.
But for every student who is able to
afford to come here, there are dozens
who cannot. Won't you help them? By
doing so you will also be helping North-
western. And, most of all, you will be
serving the cause of Christ.
Please send your gift soon to the
International Student Fund. Mail it to
the Development Office, Northwestern
College, Orange City, IA 51041.
NOTE: An anonymous donor has al-
ready given $1,000 to this scholarship
fund.
Northwestern will increase tuition,
room and board by 6.3% for the 1982-
83 academic year, but will also boost
financial aid available to students by
35%.
Tuition ~illgo from $3,645 to $3,895,
and room and board will go from $1 ,505
to $1,580, for a total increase of only
$325.
Arden Boersma ('79) recently had
an article published in "Inorganic
Chemistry", the prestigious journal
of the American Chemical Society.
Arden is a graduate student at the
University of Iowa.
All three of the juniors who are
majoring in medical technology have
been accepted in hospital programs
for their senior year of clinical train-
ing. Jana Neerhof will study at the
Marian Health Center of St. Joseph's
Hospital in Sioux City; Jon Kinsley
and Karla Walking will study at Sioux
Valley Hospital in Sioux Falls.
Twenty students and staff from
Northwestern will serve this summer in
missions around the world and the
nation. Projects are planned in such
countries as Belgium, England and
New Guinea, in which students will be
teaching English, working in orphanages
and helping organize youth activities
in the inner cities.
The summer mission program is spon-
spored by the Student Missions Board,
with Joy Vander Schaaf, a senior from
Rock Valley, Iowa, supervising the pro-
ject, and Lynn Cheney, Assistant to the
Chaplain, advising the board.
Each participant is committed to
raising funds needed to finance the pro-
ject. A total of $25,000 will be sought
from churches and from families and
friends.
Northwestern is included in the new
"Guide to Christian Colleges" publish-
ed by the Christian College Coalition.
This guide to 63 evangelical colleges
has been warmly endorsed by many, in-
cluding Billy Graham, Senator Mark
Hatfield, and Jay Kesler. Northwestern
is making the guide available to many
pastors and others who counsel pros-
pective students. It can be ordered from
the Christian College Coalition, 1776
Massachusetts Ave. NW, Washington,
D.C.
Dr. Ronald Toering and Dr. Rodney
Jiskoot gave recitals at American Re-
formed Church on January 31 st and at
Morningside College in Sioux City on
February 8th. They played works for
trumpet and organ from both the classi-
cal and modern repertoires.'
Alice Parker is a hymnologist. When
asked why hymns and church music are
often dull, she responds that we do not
allow the music to express itself the
way it was designed. No composer of a
tune ever intended it to be boring. We
must recapture the original enthusiasm,
mood and style with which a tune was
composed. The Northwestern College
community had several opportunities to
do just that when Miss Parker was on
campus February 10-12. She led us in
an evening hymn sing and in two chap-
els, where we discovered the joy of
singing a cappella and in the style which
the historical period or social circum-
stances dictated. Thus, we sang hymns
in the manner of a plainsong chant, a
Renaissance recorder ensemble, a gos-
pel revival chorus, and a folk song for
Irish tenor.
Alice Parker is also a conductor.
She visited the choirs at Maurice-Orange
City and Unity Christian High Schools,
and the A cappella and Chapel Choirs
at Northwestern to give suggestions for
performance of her own compositions
and arrangements. This culminated in a
choral concert where each of the four
choirs performed some of her works.
Elsewhere, Miss Parker has guest con-
ducted for festivals, honors choirs, and
performances at colleges, churches, and
community choral groups.
Alice Parker is a composer. She asks
this question: What do cooking and
composition have in common? In an-
swer, she explains that as she would not
bake a lovely cake for nobody to eat,
so she does not choose to compose for
the sake of composing. Therefore, she
writes music only on commission for
performance. She has received com-
missions from the Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra, the North Central and Texas
Choral Directors Associations, church
groups, colleges, universities and high
schools. Her arrangements of hymns,
spirituals and folk songs in collaboration
with Robert Shaw are well known. Her
works number in the hundreds, and in-
cludes operas, original choral pieces and
vocal solo literature.
In a class on creative music -writing,
she encouraged us to strive for original-
ity, meaning "something that originates
from you." Yet she cautioned that too
often creativity is stifled and perverted
by the quest for uniqueness, as if a work
for tom-toms and asparagus stalks
would be of more value than a two-part
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choral arrangement of a simple folk
melody, merely because the former had
never been done. She stressed simplicity
as a key to success in composition.
Difficulty does not guarantee the value
of a work, she declared.
Alice Parker is, above all, a charming
person who is in love with life, its chal-
lenges and new opportunities. She was
born in Boston, Massachusetts, gradu-
ated from Smith College and the J ul-
liard School of Music, married Tom
Pyle, and raised five children. For
twenty-three years she has resided in
New York City, where she composes
in between appearances in all parts of
the United States and Canada. We are
grateful that one of these visits brought
her to Northwestern College.
- by Lynda Sittser, Lecturer in Music
The president, Dr. Friedheim Ra-
dandt, his wife, Elizabeth, together with
Frank Vogel, the vice-chairman of the
College's board of trustees, and his
wife, Lois, recently attended the annual
meeting of the Christian College Coa-
lition and the annual meeting of the
National Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities in Washing-
ton, D.C.
Dr. Radandt is a member of the board
of the Christian College Coalition and
chairman of its advisory council on the
American Studies Program, which of-
fers students opportunities to spend a
semester in Washington combining rig-
orous courses and internships in govern-
ment offices and the offices of con-
gressmen.
The coalition of 63 colleges and uni-
versities includes a number of Reformed
colleges, such as Northwestern, Dordt,
Trinity Christian, Geneva and Cove-
nant, as well as many other evangelical
colleges, such as Gordon, Wheaton,
Bethel, Westmont and Seattle Pacific.
The Radandts and Vogels also at-
tended the National Prayer Breakfast
with Christians from around the nation
and the world, including goverrunent
leaders.
The Coalition meeting, attended by
presidents and trustees from about 35
of the member colleges, discussed the
mission of evangelical Christian insti-
tutions of higher learning. Speakers
included Secretary of the Interior Watt
and Secretary of Education Bell. Dr.
Halverson, the Chaplain of the Senate,-
conducted a devotional session.
The men's basketball team under
coach Les Douma wrapped up the
season with a 10-16 record. Kirk Te-
Grootenhuis finished his career with
1,300 points, placing him fourth on the
all-time career scoring list. The team
won the last five of their eight ballgames.
The women's basketball team won
eight of fourteen ballgames after the
Christmas break to finish the year
10-13. Coach Kelly Kruger molded his
team into an 10-Kota conference con-
tender as they finished the conference
slate with an 8-4 mark, good enough
for third place. Marcia Winterhof set
a new school record for most points in
a game with 30.
Daie Schoolmeester was the major
story in men's indoor track. School-
meester, a senior middle-distance
runner, captured second place at the
NAIA National Indoor meet in the mile
run with a time of 4:15.44. The second
place finish gives him All-American
honors in that event. Donley Hooge-
veen, Ryabn Achterhoff and Gary De-
Waay joined Schoolmeester to form
the Distance Medley Relay in which
they took sixth place with a time of
10:21.32.
The wrestlers have put together the
most impressive record of any Raider
winter team. The grapplers, coached by
Dave Thayer, have finished the dual
season 12-2. They had four participants
in the NAIA National Meet in Forest
Grove, Oregon; juniors Jeff Vance and
Tim Steiner and freshman Robert
Burrows and Mark Leuer.
Freshman heavyweight wrestler
Leur won four of his five matches. He
finished seventh and earned All-
American honors. His record for the
year was 25-6.
Dale Thompson was named NAIA
District 15 Cross-Country Coach of
the Year for 1981. His team won the
district championship last Fall.
David Thayer was named NAIA
District 15 Wrestling Coach of the
Year for the 1982 season just concluded.
Mel Tjeerdsma was named the NAIA
District 15 Track Coach of the Year
for his coaching in the Spring of 1981.
Dale Thompson
,,-
Mel Tjeerdsma
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The Metropolitan Studies Program
in Chicago gives Northwestern Students
an opportunity to intern with businesses,
and institutions, including churches,
in the Chicago area. Albertina Vander
Wee Ie is the representative of the pro-
gram on the campus. Dr. Donna Spaan
is the director of the program; she visits
the campus from time to time to inter-
view students who are interested in par-
ticipating.
Four students are in Chicago this
semester.
Anne Hudson is at the La Salle St.
Church. This internship offers students
interested in arts and crafts a full range
of possihilities. All age groups are rep-
resented in the church's arts program.
There is also the opportunity to use
and/ or gain skills in graphic design.
This is an active urban church and is
cognizant ofthe need to distribute mater-
ials that are attractive and well-designed.
John Me Carthy works for American
Mailing System, a direct-mail adver-
tising system. Students learn to do paste-
up and layout ads, colorstripping and
enlargement and reduction of photo-
graphs. John will learn how to develop
an embryonic marketing idea and how
to put together catalogues and brochures.
His internship will give him exposure
to the field of graphic design, advertising
and marketing.
Leanae Roos is working for Viewpoint
Incorporated. Viewpoint is a ntinority
market research firm providing market-
ing consultation and market and product
information to support management
decision-making to minority businesses.
She will gain skills in gathering data,
defining the problem, analyzing data
and recommending and implementing
marketing strategies.
Jay Wielenga, at Allied Tube and
Conduit, has an opportunity to work in
the marketing department of an expand-
ing industry. He compiles data on the
sales potential for different sectors of
Allied's total market, analyzes it and
reports results to the marketing director.
Are you interested in researching the
past at Northwestern? Itwill be easier
for you, since the library is indexing
its copies of past issues of "The
Beacon". They are also beginning the
task of indexing their copies of "De
Volksvriend", the Dutch language
weekly newspaper; their holdings in-
clude issues from 1874 to the 1950's.
Students in Pro-
fessor Mike Vander
Weele's class recently
visited the Pioneer
Home and Heritage
House to talk to resi-
dents as part of a
writing assignment.
They asked the resi-
dents to tell them
stories, then the
students wrote a
"class story" based
on what they heard.
Each student con-
tributed a few para-
graphs to the class
story, then the story
was read to the resi-
dents of the two
homes for the elderly.
The CLASSIC
interviewed Mike
about this project:
Classic: How did you get this idea in-the firsr place?
MVW: Well, I wanted to get the students out of the class-
room where the study ofliterature is often too analytic.
I wanted to break some ties with their earlier study
of literature.
Classic: That was your main reason for the project then - to get
the students out of the classroom?
MVW: To open them to other ways besides analytic ways of
studying literature.
Classic: Were there other reasons?
MVW: Yes, I sensed that there were 2 other goals, even more
important to me, which could be realized in this
project.
Classic: What were those?
MVW: Well, I strongly believe that the study of litera lure, in
being overly analytic, has separated itself too much
from the other disciplines, from the rest of life. In
this project I thought I could show the relationship
of literature to community, and I thought the stu-
dentes could get a real feel for the relationship of
interpreptation of all of life.
Classic: Do you think that happened?
MVW: I think so. I have to be careful about speaking for the
students, of course, but [ think they were impressed
with the" live" history they heard. They heard stories
about sad houses and grass "bricks" (used for fuel),
about rafting across the Missouri River, and about
immigration. I think that will make them feel different-
ly about their tradition and their history.
I think the students also saw how important these
stories were to the story-tellers. Many of the story-
tellers remembered their stories from the time when
they were 8-10 years old, and they had carried the
stories along with them ever since. Sometimes a
person gets noticeably stronger and more enthusi-
astic when telling a story. That has to have an effect
on the students. Then, too, there are other times
when the tellers just don't understand how a story
about their childhood has anything to do with who
they are now. That also affects the students.
Classic: What about the interpretation you talked about?
MVW: The students have to interpret the story-teller, first of
all, and that usually involves the student's "read" of
the story-teller's room - what's on the walls, does it
look like a home, is there an easy chair, that sort of
thing - and how the person tells the story as well
as what is actually said.
Then the student has to figure out how to get across
his/her sense of the story-teller. How should he/she
frame the story? How should he/she give the story-
teller's speech? Should he/she break into the story
to describe the look on the teller's face? Those are
also important questions of interpretation.
The student becomes much more.conscious of just
what it was that left a certain impression on him or her.
That consciousness is important, I think, for all parts
of life, whether it's writing business letters, writing
stories, or planning how much time and what kind of
time you spend with your children. Now, I don't think
the students make these connections regularly, but
LdQthink this kind of experience, where they need to
interpret an experience and then direct someone else's
interpretation of that experience through their
writing (or speech or actions). I think that kind of
interpretive experience is important for all of life,
and it is the sort of thing I am most interested in in
helping my students learn.
Classic: Will you do this project again?
MVW: Definitely. I've done this project 3 times now (twice as
a teaching assistant at The University of Iowa, where
we even visited cancer patients) - you should have
seen what strength their stories gave them! Each time
I've learned a great deal from both the residents and
the students, and they from each other. It's a lot of
work, but very rewarding.
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Lori De Hond, a freshman from Sodus, N.Y., and Yasuko Oga, ajunior from Japan, share the manuscript.
with the storyteller, Adelaide Bathan.
"There is something about a river- something mystical. One
minute it is calm and serene and the next it becomes excited and
rough .. It's like the river contains answers, answers about life
if we only look."
You know, I often wondered if people are like that That is
when I met Adelaide.
We opened the door to Room 49 at the Pioneer Home forthe
elderly. Adelaide Bathen walked over to greet us. She warmly
grasped the hands of my Japanese friend and myself and asked
us to have a seat.
A I sat down, I noticed there were two fans above the TV. One
was light pink with delicate oriental figues amid its folds. The
other was made of jute with blue chicken feathers around
its circular border. Over the couch hung a print of a French
painting. On the couch sat Adelaide.
Now Adelaide was a short white-haired woman who seem-
ed to be full of energy even though she walked with a cane.
She wore a white dress with thin red and yellow stripes, and
on her feet were a pair of small leather moccasins.
'How old do you think I am?' she asked. I really didn't have
the slightest idea, but I thought she was around 75. So as
not to hurt her feelings, I said. 'Oh, around 70:
'I'm 85 years old, and in December I'll be 86,' she told
us proudly. 'And now I'm gonna tell you about when I was a
little girl in Kaukauna, Wisconsin.
She was such a sweet old lady, I thought it was going to
be a sweet light-hearted tale, but then I was wrong about her
age, too.
'When I was a youngster in Wisconsin, I'd usually go
down to the Fox River after school with my friends. A group
of us girls would sometimes open a bakery. The ground was
like clay so we would make loaves of bread and little cakes
for the boys.
'There was one boy I had a particular fancy for. His name
was Raymond, Raymond Service ... ' "
The story is about this early playmate who drowned in the Fox
River. Two men are central figures in the story- thefather, who
works as a river-boat pilot and lives for the river. and an old
Indian, who solemnly apprehends where the boy's body is
trapped underwater, points and silently is gone again. We
pick up the tale again after this story has been told.
We sat in silence, each to her own thoughts. There it was
again - the river. It seemed to have a magical power over the
Old Indian and Mr. Service, yet it was the same river that
claimed the life of his son. They didn't blame the river. It was
like they communicated with it; they each had found the
answers to their questions about life. I was sure Adelaide
had, too. She had the same mystical, sparkling quality
about her. She was different than most people, who never
take the time to look for the answers. Yes, that's it - -
'Well, would you girls like some lemonade?'
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"One day I was riding my horse Strawberry for a little ride
through the woods. While almost home I became upon an
old man. His wagon wheel was half way off the axle. He was
straining to pick it up and put it on the axle, so as I drew
closer, scowling down, I asked him if he needed any
assistance. He said he would' appreciate some help', so I got
off my horse and we both put the wheel back on its axle. The
old man said 'Thanks ' to me and asked if I would ac-
company him down the road and sit down to dinner with him.
I didn't want to hurt the old man's feelings by saying 'No,' so
I obliged with a nod and 'Thank you.' Also, I was feeling
hungry because of the ride."
-
'I
.i Sheri Koerselman, a freshman from Orange City, shows
Anton Reeff the manuscript of his story.
I hope these pictures and excerpts let you sense the rich-
ness of the experience and stories we gathered last fall from
residents at Heritage House and Pioneer Home in Orange
City. Actually, we didn't only gather stories. We also wrote
new stories, creating real or imaginative "frames" for the
stories we were told. To frame the stories they heard, the
students had to include the story-teller (though they could
change his/her age), a real or imaginative storytelling
Leon Shriner, a freshman from South Boston listens to
Peter Feenstra's story.
(Kevin Bailey, a freshman from Racine, worked with Leon
on this project.)
"The year was 1922 and I was 22 years old. My father and
my oldest brother, who were tailors by trade, had been living
in the United States for two years and had decided that we
could make a living in the United States. They had settled in
Cheyenne, Wyoming and had earned enough money for the
rest of us to join them now; there were eleven of us in all.
I was the oldest of those that stayed behind and so I became
the head of the household. I had been used to helping around
the house with chores and such - you have to when you have
such a large family - but being responsible for all of them
added some extra weight to my shoulders .. .'
situation, and a real or imaginative audience. (The difference
between telling a ghost story is told. In the latter case, one
could draw out relationships between the telling of the story
and the story told.) Rather than lay down rules about fact 01
fiction, I simply asked the students to write their stories in
such a way that their impression of the person they visited
would live in the mind of a reader.
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Centennial Reunion
The Centennial Reunion Steering
Committee has been hard at work plan-
ing and organizing a festive reunion
to be held this coming summer during
the July 4th weekend. Although this
reunion is one of the major projects for
the Alumni Association this year, it is
certainly not limited to alumni partici-
pation. Several former and present
faculty members, students, parents and
friends of the college have indicated
that they plan to attend.
A wide variety of lodging facilities
will be available for those attending.
Camping spaces will be available for
those who will be staying in mobile
homes, campers, fold-down campers,
etc. These spaces will be located ad-
jacent to a large graveled and paved
area, so each camping space will have
one or more parking spaces in front of
it. For those who prefer to rough it a
little more, a tenting area will be
established.
The camping spaces and tenting areas
will be on grass. There will be perma-
nent or portable restroom facilities near-
by, as well as permanent shower
facilities. There will also be ample trash
receptacles.
A tent space, or a camper space with
no electrical hookup will cost $2.00 per
night; a camper space with electrical
hook-up will cost $3.00 per night.
Rooms in F ern Smith Residence Hall
will be available for $6.00 per night
for single occupancy and $10.00 per
night for multiple occupancy. Each
room has two single beds and there is
room for 3 or 4 children's sleeping bags
or 2 adults sleeping bags on the floor.
Bed linens will be provided. However,
no maid service will be available, so
room occupants will be responsible for
making their own beds. Guests must
also provide their own wash cloths,
towels, soap, etc.
A $2.00 deposit will be required with
each camping reservation and a $5.00
deposit with each room reservation. The
deposit will be applied to your fee for
the weekend when you register at the
Rowenhorst Student Center upon ar-
rival for the Centennial Reunion. Reser-
vations that are cancelled by June 21
will receive a full refund.
All meals will be provided by the
campus food service. There will also be
a conveniently located concession stand
on the grounds for soft drinks, cotTee
and food refreshments.
Preliminary plans include campus
and community tours on horse-drawn
wagons, youth activities, worship ser-
vices, athletic events and reunion get-
to-gethers. Weekend activities include
everything from games and pony rides
for the younger set to an old timers'
baseball game and an alumni choir con-
cert for the older generation and every-
one in between. There will be organized
activities for each age group, so every-
one is encouraged to bring the entire
family for a weekend of fun and re-
laxation where you can renew old
friendships and help Northwestern
College celebrate its 100th birthday.
The registration form on the following
page must be completed and received
at the College by Monday, June 14, to
guarantee accommodations and to give
the college adequate time to make the
necessary arrangements for food and
lodging.
Except for the deposits required for
lodging reservations, all fees for meals
and lodging will be payable when you
register on July 3 in the Rowenhorst
Student Center. All room assignments,
camper spaces, and meal tickets will be
distributed at that time.
Those who plan to attend the cen-
tennial reunion activities, but who will
not be staying on campus, are also
urged to fill out and return their regis-
tration forms to help the college and the
alumni association prepare for this gala
event.
Everyone who commutes to the week-
end festivities will be able to purchase
12
meal tickets in the dining hall prior to
each meal, or at the registration center
on Saturday, July 3.
'AII parties who register for the re-
union weekend by the June 14 deadline
will receive a free, specially-designed
Northwestern College Centennial
Bumper Sticker.
Each evening there will be a good
old-fashioned cotTee hour in the dining
hall. The lounge facilities in Fern Smith
Hall and the entire Rowenhorst Student
Center will also be available for those
attending the reunion.
A wide variety of souvenir items will
be available at the College Book Store
throughout the weekend and at L & K
Clothing in Orange City. Those who
will be unable to attend the centennial
celebration can order some of these
items on the registration form on the
following page.
The College Book Store will be open
from 5:00 to 8:00 p.m. on Saturday,
July 3, and from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m, and
1:30 to 3:30 p.m. on Monday, July 5.
In addition to the Centennial souvenir
items, the book store will be stocked
with tooth paste, shaving cream,
shampoo, etc.
With the exception of the Beef Bar-
B-Q lunch on Monday, each meal will
feature a choice of two meat entrees.
The class reunion picnic on Monday
will feature groupings of five year inter-
vals with each grouping having one or
more host couples in charge. For ex-
ample: the classes of'50, 51', '52, '53
and '54 will meet together, as well as the
classes of'55, '56, '57, '58 and '59.
If you are interested in serving as a host
or hostess for your group please notify
the Alumni Office.
The departmental reunion on Sunday
evening will bring together alumni with
the same major and faculty from that
same department. For instance, the
math majors and math faculty will meet
as a group at that time.
I.
Register
NOW!
I.
Saturday, July 3
9000 - 1000.
1000 - SoOO.
4000 - Soja.
5000 - 6030.
6030 - 10030.
. Set Up
. . Check lin & Registration
. ... Alumni Choir Rehearsal
. Meal- Fern Smith Dining Hall
. Rowenhorst Student Center Activities
Movies - Bogaard Theatre
....... Swimming
. ..... Coffee Hour - Fern Smith Dining Hall
SoOO- 10030.
SA5 - 10015 ..
Sunday, July 4
7030 - 9000.
9030 - 11000
lZo00 - 1030.
1030- 4030.
. Breakfast - Fern Smith Dining Hall
. . . . . . . . . . Worship - De Valois Field
.................. . ... Noon Meal
. . . . . . . . . . . . Campus Tours
Youth Activities
R S.c. Activities
Athletic Activities
......... Departmental Reunion
. . Alumni Choir Concert
.. Coffee Hour - Fern Smith Dining Hall
..... R.S.C. Activities
5000 - 7000 ..
7030 - So30.
SA5-lOo15
So30 - 11030 .
Monday, July 5
7030 - 9000.
9030 - I LaO .
. .... Breakfast
. ... Athletic Activities
Youth Activities
R.S.C. Activities
Movies - Bogaard Theatre
Campus Tours
...... Message from the President
.. Class & Faculty Reunion Picnic
. Athletic Activities
Youth Activities
RS.C. Activities
.. Departure
. CLEAN-UP
1lAS - 12000.
11045 - 1030.
1045 - 5000 ..
5000 - 7000 ...
6000 - 9000 ..
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Detach and Mail
REGISTRATION FORM FOR CENTENNIAL REUNION
Please register me for the Centennial Reunion to be held the July 4 weekend.
Name
Address
Telephone: Home (AC ~ __ ) Business (AC __ )
Check one: Alum __ Non-Alum _
Class of Major field of study
Spouse's name
Check one: Alum __ Non-Alum __
Class of Major field of study
Other family members who will attend:
Name Age __ N""" Age __
Name Age __ Name Age __
PLEASE CHECK RESERVATIONS REQUIRED
Saturday night __ Single(s) at $6 __ Multiple(s) at $10
Sunday night __ Single(s) at $6 _~_ Multiple(s) at $10
TOTAL AMOUNT $ _
(Linens will be provided but there will be NO maid service)
Camping Spaces
Saturdaynight _ Tents at $2_ Campersat $2- Campers w/electrical hookup
Sundaynight_ Tents at $2_ Campersat $2_ Campersw/elect.hookupat$3
TOTAL AMOUNT $ _
ORDER FORM FOR CENTENNIAL SOUVENIR ITEMS
(PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE & HANDLING)
Quantity Price Total CostItem
Metal Centennial Buttons $2.50
Plastic Centennial Coasters in sets of(4)- $5.00 per set
Embroidered Centennial Emblems $1.75
Adult T-Shirt with Centennial Emblem'" $6.50
Youth T-Shirt with Centennial Emblem" $6.50
Centennial Bumper Stickers $1.25
Centennial Barbeque Aprons $8.50
"Indicate Sizes AduILS.-M-L- Youth.-S_M.-L TOTAL $ _
Shirts are white with red trim. Designs on all items are red and blue on white.
Additional souvenir items, such as caps, visors and coffee mugs will be available
at the Reunion, but they cannot be shipped. Proceeds from the sale of souvenirs
will help defray expenses of the activities planned for the Reunion.
Please Check Activities In Which Interested (Enter no. of participants)
Alumni Choir~_Community Tour __ Coffee Hour __ Youth Act. __
Athletics __ Campus Tour __ Movies __ Swimming __
REGISTRATION AND REFUNDS: Registration forms are due at North-
western by Monday, June 14. If you register by June 14, you will receive a free,
specially designed bumper sticker. Refunds will be made on cancellations re-
ceived by June 21. Deposits of $2 must accompany camper reservations, and
deposits of$5 must accompany dormitory reservations. Deposits will be credited
to you when you register. PLEASE DETACH ALONG !lOTTED LINE
AND "MAIL AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO ALUMNI OFFICE, NORTH-
WESTERN COLLEGE. ORANGE CITY, IA SIQ41.
Make checks payable to "Centennial Reunion, Northwestern College".
See other side.
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I CALENDAR - COMING EVENTSBaccalaureate - Friday, May 7, 19828:00 p.m.
I Commencement- Saturday, May 8,198210:00 a.m.General Synod - Reformed Church in
I America - June 7 - 11, 1982NORTHWESTERN COLLEGEC CENTENNIAL CELEBRA nON -I July 3, 4, and 5, 1982Parents' Day - Saturday,m October 2, 1982I
HOMECOMING - Saturday,
C October 9, 1982J:a National Alumni Board MeetingNovember 12 and 13, 1982CD I Gala Auction - Friday,C November 12, 1982e-t I
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE - 1982
r- IU 8-28 Alumni Football Game H 7:00 p.m.9-4 Dakota State H 7:30 p.m.9-1 I Central T 1:30 p.m.
n 9-18 Buena Vista H 7:30 p.m.9-25 Doane T 2:00 p.m.
2 10-2 Dana H 1:30 p.m.::r Parents' DayI 10-9 Peru State H 1:30 p.m.Homecomingm 10-16 Westmar T 7:30 p.m.IU 10-23 Bemidji State H 1:30 p.rn.I 10-30 Chadron State T 1:30 p.m.11-6 Southwest State T 1:00 p.m.
~
11-13 Midland H 1:30 p.rn.
I National Alumni BoardGala Auctiona. I Alumni B.B. game 7:30 p.m.c.. ALUMNUS OF THE YEARAWARD
C 3 I
The Alumni Association Board of
Directors is seeking names of qualified
alumni to be recognized as "ALUMNI
~ I OF THE YEAR". Will you pleaseIU help us by submitting nominations ofCD persons you think would be eligible_. I for the award. Select your person withthese criteria in mind: I) must haveattended Northwestern for a year or
~
-- I more; 2) must have reflected honorupon the college by his or her distin-
A
guished service to humanity, Christ
I and field of endeavor; 3) must havemaintained an active interest in N orth-
I
western College; and 4) must have
demonstrated Christian faith, values,
and commitment.
I
Please send your nominations and the
reason you feel that person qualifies
for the nomination by May 2, 1982,
I
to the Alumni Office, N orthwestem
College, Orange City, IA 51041.
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Meet
Your
President
Northwestern turned a "green farm boy" into a high school
mathematics teacher, a teacher who now sends many of his
students to Northwestern. His name" Doug Van Berkum.
He used the phrase" green farm boy" to describe himself.
Doug lived on a farm which his father leased; it was a few
miles north of Orange City. He helped his Dad and thought
that one day he would have a place of his own to farm.
While attending high school in Orange City he changed
his mind because he discovered that buying a farm was im-
possible. He found a new interest when his speech teacher
said he would make a good teacher. He also got some advice
from his uncle, Professor Steve Ekdom. Doug decided to go
to Northwestern.
At Northwestern he discovered he enjoyed mathematics.
Professor Mouw was one of his teachers. "Prof. Mouw's
enthusiasm for teaching made me work harder and I knew I
wanted to be a teacher myself," Doug said.
When he was ready to graduate in 1962, Steve Ekdom told
him about the National Science Foundation Scholarships.
Doug got one and went to the University of Utah, where he
earned a master's degree in science education, with emphasis
on mathematics. Doug says, "The people at Utah were super,
especially Dr. Farmer, the head of the Physics Department.
I went back ten years later and he was still around, although
he was almost 80." Doug now knows from experience that
teachers like to hear from fanner students. He went to see
his former speech teacher and told her how she had influenced
him twenty years ago! His own students often come back and
tell him how he has helped them.
"It's great to see them. I see doctors and teachers, as well
as successful businessmen. They tell me they grew aca-
demically and spiritually at Northwestern. I know they, in
turn, are encouraging students to go to Northwestern as I
encouraged them. It helps me feel a little more eternal!"
Tragedy struck Doug while he was in college. He was the
only survivor of a car accident in which his grandparents and
sister died. "I didn't want to face people," he said. "My col-
lege friend, Don Jiskoot, spent hours making me talk about
it and that helped a lot." He had a tight-knit group of friends
at college. Those friendships have lasted to this day. He recalls
many dorm sessions with Don ("our resident priest"), Henry
Velduis, Wayne Vermeer and Dale Boone. He remembers
George De Vries as a friend on the faculty who showed gen-
uine concern after the accident.
The tragedy shaped Doug's life. It made him appreciate
the advantages of a college where students and faculty take
time to help each other because they are all part of the family
of God. Doug shows his gratitude in many ways.
He has become active in alumni affairs and is now serving
as national president of the Alumni Association. He helped
to organize the national association. "I can't give much money
to Northwestern on a high school teacher's salary," he said,
"but I can help by sending students. I see God's hand in the
alumni project to recruit students that Ron De Jong has helped
set up. The alumni association needed a really significant
purpose and tliis is it. We can help find good students. We
can sit with parents and high school students in their homes
and tell them it is worth spending a little extra money to go to
Northwestern because of all the advantages. We can tell about
the advantages from our personal experience. This personal
touch often makes the difference in choosing a college."
Doug hopes hundreds of alumni will be at the Centennial
Reunion during the July 4th weekend. He said, "Alumni
should get in touch. Exciting things are happening on campus.
They should touch base as aften as they can. They'll be sur-
prised at the changes, especially in the spiritual life. Students
are reaching out, even into other countries, through campus
organizations. "
Northwestern helped make a "green farm boy" into a man
who is widely respected as a fine teacher and coach. That man
is doing all he can to see that others get the same help. Won't
you join him?
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ACADEMY CLASS OF 1941
ENJOYS REUNION
The Academy Class of 194 I held
a delightful reunion on June 6 1981. '
In Orange City, Iowa. Otto Huizenga
of Denver, Colorado and Bernard
Reinders of Orange City sponsored
the event which began on Saturday
afternoon with a gathering at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Reinders
in Orange City. The class visited the
campus of Northwestern College and
were conducted on a tour by Tom
Noteboom who is presently teaching
in the History Department of the Col-
lege. Tom is also a part time mail
carrier for the Orange City Post Office.
A dinner was held in the evening at
the Orange City Christian School.
Those present for the reunion were
ARTELLA MOUW Bosch, Sioux
Center, Iowa; PAUL and VERA
(PENNINGS) COLENBRANDER
Holland, Michigan; Mr. and Mrs. '
Fred Vander Weerd (HENRIETTA
DE GROOT), Orange City; Mr.
FRANK HEEMSTRA, Oxon Hill,
Maryland; Mr. and Mrs. OTTO
HUIZENGA, Denver Colorado', ,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hof (RUTH
JASPER), Louisville, Kentucky;
Mrs. MARCIA HUBERS Zwiep
Holden, Massachusetts; Mr. and
Mrs. Andy Van Dyk (WILMINA
NIBBELINK), Orange City; Mr.
and Mrs. TOM NOTEBOOM
Orange City; Mr. GERRIT HIBMA
Holland, Michigan; Mr. and Mrs. '
B~RNARD REINDERS, Orange
CIty; Mrs. and Mrs. REYNOLD
VAN GELDER, Alton, Iowa; Mr.
and Mrs. Wally Zwagerman (ETTA
VAN GELDER), Hospers, Iowa; Mr.
and Mrs. ALFRED MOUW, Shel-
don, Iowa; Mr. and Mrs. MARION
ANDRINGA, Orange City; Mr. and
Mrs. JOUBERT WYBENGA, Lake-
wood, California; and Mrs. and Mrs.
RAYMOND FABER, Orange City.
Also present were two former teach-
ers, HELEN ROZEBOOM and
FERN SMITH Rowenhorst and
Agnes Steunenberg, the Alumni
Secretary.
NATIONAL ALUMNI
BOARD MEETING
A highlight of the National Board
meeting was the organization of the
Northwestern Alumni Admissions
Program (NAAP) to make it possible
for alumni to become purposefully in-
volved in the Northwestern Admissions
effort. Ron De Jong, Director of Ad-
missions, presented a series of sessions
on the program, and twenty board mem-
bers volunteered to become involved
in the effort to recruit prospective stu-
dents for Northwestern.
Newly elected Board members were
Doug Ritsema, Ron Schneider, Sue
Schutte, Bob Schwander, Bill Van
Dyke and Marilyn Van Engelenhoven
on the Central Committee. Re-elected
area representatives were Bill Moore
Leland Foreman, Perry Raak and Je~n
Anderson, Mary Newman Bezuyen
was appointed to replace Rick Hames
who moved from the New England '
area. Retiring board members were
Joyce Bahrke, Dennis Durband, Daryl
Hibma, Gene Hiemstra and Bill
Donkersloot.
Alumni Board officers are Doug Van
Berkum, president; Leon Koster vice
president; Sue Schutte, secreta~, and
Joyce Van Gorp, treasurer.
ALUMNI ASSOC. NEWS
The Northwestern College Alumni
Association presented NW College
Mugs to incoming Freshmen last fall.
Approximately 280 mugs were claimed
by freshmen.
Members of the Alumni Association
served as hosts at a Bar-B-Q during
the Alumni Varsity Football Game
on Saturday, August 29, 1981.
DONALD JISKOOT '61 was hon-
ored as the 198 I Alumnus of the Year
by receiving a plaque from Dr. Fried-
heim Radandt, President, at half time
of the Homecoming football game.
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CHAPTER NEWS
ROCKY MOUNTAIN CHAPTER
The Rocky Mountain Chapter of the
Northwestern College Alumni Associa-
tion met Saturday, January 30, 1982,
7:00 p.m. at the Christ Community
Reformed Church of Denver, Colorado.
Those in attendance were GARY and
JAN BOMGAARS '67; BOB and
JOANNE SCHOEP '68; Dave and
EDNA MAST '66; HAROLD and
Frances COLENBRANDER '39'
OTTO and Marge HUIZENGA "41'
Jean and JOSIE VAN OORT '51' '
HARLAN VAN OORT '82; DAVE
and JOAN VER STEEG '64' Ed
and BECKY DE VRIES '27;' Joyce
Carter, a prospective student and her
parents Roger and Corrine Carter; and
DON VANDER STOEP '62, Assist-
ant to the President of NW College.
Don gave a slide presentation on NW's
curriculum and campus update. New
officers elected were JOANNE FIKSE
Schoep, President; GARY BOM-
GAARS, Vice President, and OTTO
HUIZENGA, secretary/treasurer.
Gary Bomgaars is currently a mem-
ber of the National Alumni Board.
WESTERN MICHIGAN CHAPTER
The Western Michigan Chapter of
the NW College Alumni Association
will meet on Friday, April 16, 1982.
Further information will be sent to
alumni in the area.
Cornie Wassink, Director of Alumni
Relations, will soon be visiting other
areas in the country for the purpose of
organizing new chapters and becoming
acquainted with chapters already in
existence.
A new feature at Homecoming 1981
was aVariety Show presented by North:
western students and alumni before the
g~e on Northwestern's Campus, with
Tun Poppen and his Puppins as a
special attraction. Dave Vander Laan
and Steve Branch were emcees at the
event. The College band and cheer
leaders were also on hand for a pep
rally. The College food service provided
a Bar-B-Q on the college lawn for stu-
dents and returning alumni.
Alumni News
'40 CLAUDE VANDER STOEP serves
as pastor of the Salem Lutheran Church, Fon-
tanelle, Nebraska.
'41 OTTO HUIZENGA of Denver, Colo.
was recently recognized for a significant and out-
standing selling job for the Associated Products
Division of the Colgate Palmolive Company.
Otto, who is a member of the Military Unit for
the company, was selected for the outstanding
results he accomplished in a special Red Coat
Sale arranging for displays at Air Force Bases
in the Rocky Mountain area. His efforts for the
company resulted in sales well over $70,OOO!
'53 DON VAN DER WEIDE of Orange
~ity, I,Qwa has been selected as one ofthe Synod-
lc~l Directors afthe Church Building Fund Cam-
paign for the Reformed Church in America. He
will be one of the representatives for the Synod
of the West and will manage a team of classis
coordinators who will work with pastors and con-
gr~g.ationson behalf of the campaign. The $7
m!lI.lOndollar campaign is for the purpose of
~alSlngmoney to be loaned to new congregations
III the Reformed Church in America who need
facilities or repairs to existing facilities. This
is the first time in the history of the Reformed
Church that there has been a Church Building
Fund Campaign to raise money for the Church
Building Fund.
'54 Dr. LYLE VANDER WERFF is the
co-author of a book Countering the Cults to-
gether with Rev. David Hondorp and Rev. John
Meyer, both Reformed Church ministers in New
York State. The book is designed to assist study
groups, families and church leadership in under-
standing contemporary cult phenomena. Dr.
Vander WerfT is currently a professor of Religion
at NW. He is a '54 graduate of NW Junior
College, earned the B.A. degree at Hope College,-
the B.D. degree at Western Theological Seminary,
the Th.M degree at Princeton Theological Semi-
nary and the Ph.D at the University of Edinburgh.
,5 6 ROBERT HOOGEVEEN, director of
Handicap Village in Sheldon, Iowa, was one of
15 persons named by Iowa's Governor Robert
Ray to the newly formed Mental Health and
Mental Retardation Commission.
, 5 9 A. JAMES VAN VUGT, administrator
of Colonial Acres, Inc., Golden Valley, Minn.
smce 1977, has been advanced to executive
director of Covenant Retirement Communities of
Minnesota. He will continue to have responsi-
bilities for Colonial Acres and Covenant Manor
Van Vugt holds a master's degree in Education'
from the University of South Dakota and a
master's degree from the Center for Studies in
Aging at North Texas State University.
,6 3 BETTY HERZOG Kendall is employed
as a part time secretary for the Henkel Corporation
in their chemical research and development
facility. Betty's husband John is the head of his
dep-:,-r:-me.nta the Medtronics Energy Technology
DIVISionIII Brooklyn Center, Minn. The KendaIIs
have a daughter Amy.
RICHARD BAUER is an instructor
in Government and Social Problems at the High
School in Sheldon, Iowa where he has taught for
th~ past 19 years. He has an M.A. degree from
Middle Tennessee State University. Richard is the
founder of the Sheldon Museum where he works
after teaching hours.
JUDY HERZOG Symens with her
husband Herman and family are in the Limousin
Cattle Breeding business in Amherst, South
Dakota. They are the parents of four children.
'66 GARY DE KOTER was appointed
senior vice president and treasurer at Harker's
Wholesale Meat Co. at Le Mars, Iowa. De Koter
joined Harker's as controller in 1974 and was
promot~d to vice president for finance in 1976,
the position he held until his recent promotion.
De Koter attended NW and later transferred to
the University of South Dakota where he earned
the B.S. degree in business administration in
1966. He became a certified public accountant
in 1967.
'67 ROBERT D. FOREMAN was recently
promoted to associate professor of physiology
and biophysics along with tenure at the University
of Oklahoma - the Health Science Center in
Oklahoma City. Last fall he was the recipient
of two grants from the National Heart, Lung
and Blood Institute of the National Institutes
of Health in Washington D.C. Dr. Foreman at-
tended the Third World Congress on Pain, spon-
sored by the International Association for the
study of Pain in Edinburgh, Scotland. Dr. and
Mrs. (CHARLOTTE POPPEN '69) Foreman
have lived in Edmond, Oklahoma for the past
four years.
NANCY HERZOG, Colorado Springs,
Colorado, recently received her Master's Degree
in Special Education from the University of
Colorado at Colorado Springs. Nancy has been
employed by the Zebulon Pike State Detention
Center since 1972. She was instrumental in secur-
ing a $40,000 grant for the establishment of a
library at the Center last year. Upon graduation
from NW in '63 with a major in physical edu-
cation, she spent a year at the State Juvenile
Home in Toledo, Iowa as recreation director
and three years in the Onawa, Iowa public school
system before moving to Colorado Springs.
'68 WILLIAM J. VERDOORN has been
promoted to the rank of Major in the U.S. Air
Force. He is an airlift navigator with the 56th
Military Airlift Squadron. Altus Air Force
Base, Oklahoma.
'69 RON FOLKERT of Benton Harbor
Michigan is a Grade 20 Service Technician a'nd
manages his own Marine Electronics Repair
shop week day evenings and Saturdays. Ron is
married to the former MARILYN HOVING ('70).
ELAINE STun Roghair is living
near Okaton, South Dakota where she and her
husband are wheat farmers. Until the birth of their
new daughter, Elaine taught special education at
Murdo, S.D.
'70 CORNELIUS SOMSEN serves as
publicity chairman for the 1982 Reformed Church
Men's Convention to be held in Minneapolis/
S1. Paul, November 19-20, 1982.
GLENN VAN DER VLIET teaches
U.S. History and Contemporary World Problems
at the high school in Sheldon, Iowa. He taught
at Sterling, Illinois for four years before trans-
ferring to the Sheldon School. Glenn and his wife
Paula are the parents of two children, Lori and
Kathy.
'71 MERRIT A SMIDT Tumonogt:;cently
accepted a postition as family life education
coordinator at Bethany Christian Services in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. She formerly was a
family counselor at Bethany.
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JEFFREY VANDER WEELE is
the new pastor of the Lawyersville and Sharon
Reformed Churches in upstate New York. He is
a 1981 graduate of Western Theological Semi-
nary. ROBERT HOFFMAN ('73) and DAVID
LOVEALL ('76) are also serving pastorates
in the Schoharie Classis of the Reformed Church
in America.
'72 LYLE D. VANDER BROEK is serving
as a visiting instructor in religion at Hope College
during the 198 I-82 academic year. He is teaching
Gospel literature and basic Christian thought.
Vander Broek received the M. Div. from Western
Theological Seminary and the M. Phil. from
Drew University where he is presently a candi-
date for the Ph.D in New Testament Studies.
He and his wife Rachel and their two sons are
residing in Holland, Mich. during the school year.
'73 TOM ESTES was honored by the N
Club at Northwestern College last October during
Homecoming festivities for being named Coach of
the Year. Tom is the basketball coach at Little
Rock, Iowa. Estes taught at Montezuma from
1973-1976. Since then he has served on the
faculty of the Little Rock High .School coaching
cross country, baseball, track and basketball.
'74 MARK BRUGGOM is working part
time as an orderly at the Orange City Municipal
Hospital.
WARREN GREVING began teaching
last fall at the Taiwan Theological College in
Taipei, Taiwan, one of the three theological in-
stitutions there which train leaders for the Taiwan
Presbyterian Church. He also teaches English as
a second language and prepares related edu-
cational materials. Warren and his wife J an have
been pursuing language study in Taipei for the
past two years.
'75 JACK and Deborah SWART were
transferred from Juba to the Pibor River Post
where Jack is involved with the construction of
four medical health centers. Pibor is where Jack's
parents, Robert and Morrell Swart, were stationed
in the 1950's and where Jack lived until he was
11 years old. The Swarts' assignment is with the
mission organization ACROSS.
'76 MIKE HILBRANDS is employed
in the placement office at Hope Haven, Rock
Valley, Iowa.
EARL SMITH, a 1981 graduate of
Western Theological Seminary, has become the
pastor of the Bussing Reformed Church of Mc
Kee, Kentucky.
MARCIA SCHEMPER is studying
organ at the State University of New York in
Geneseo, N.Y. and plans to intern at the Eastman
School of Music in Rochester, NY. She is
scheduled to be the featured recitalist for the
1982 State University of New York recital
series. Marcia is a student of Dr. Delores Bruch
and a member of the student chapter of the
American Guild of Organists. She presented
an organ recital last October at the American
Reformed Church inOrange City as part of Home-
coming festivities. -
'77 LOWELL DYKSTRA was appointed
Deputy Assessor for O'Brien County in Iowa
effective last December. He has worked for a
construction company in Sanborn, Iowa, for
H & R Block Company for one year, and has
served as an appraiser for O'Brien County for
two years. Lowell and his wife Judy live in
Sanborn, Iowa.
PAUL HULST lives at Bellingham.
Minnesota where he is teaching in the elementary
grades plus coaching junior varsity football and
basketball.
PAM DETTMAN Leslie participated
in the Des Moines Register's RAG BRAI
(Register's Annual Great Bike Ride Across
Iowa) last summer. Over 6,000 bikers. ages I I
to 80. participated in the 493 mile challenge
which began at Missouri Valley and ended at
Keokuk. Pam completed the ride without mishap
and recommends it for others.
NOLAN PALSMA a 1981 graduate
of Western Theological Seminary in Holland,
Michigan, was ordained into the gospel ministry
last October in his home church in Alton. Iowa.
Nolan and his wife. Phyllis Steen hoek, a '78
graduate of Western Seminary, are co-pastors
of the Pequannock Reformed Church in Wayne,
New Jersey.
BRYAN RAAK currently lives in
Mesa Arizona where he is a 5th grade teacher.
He is'married to the former Cece Boynton who
is training to become a State Farm Insurance
Agent. After graduation from NW. Bryan taught
a 3rd and 4th grade combination at Marshall.
Michigan for three years and transferred to the
Middle School where he taught 5th grade for one
year. While in Marshall. he earned the M.A.
degree in Elementary Education at Western
Michigan University.
'78 LA DONN GENANT lives at Yankton,
South Dakota where she is a secretary/reception-
ist for a certified public accountant finn. She is
also the director of the adult choir at the River-
view Reformed Church at Yankton.
CA THY WEISS, a senior medical
student at the University of Iowa. spent two
months study experience in India. She worked
in the hospital and rural clinic program of the
Mary Lott Lyles Hospital in MadanapaJle where
o-. STANLEY VANDER AARDE C51) was
her training supervisor. She also observed the
evangelistic outreach of the Church of South.
India. Cathy was the recipient of a scholars hip
through the "Reader's Digest" Medical Assist-
ance program which helped pay part of her
expenses.
DEBORAH DUNLOP is working
as a registered nurse at the Municipal Hospital
in Orange City, Iowa.
RICHARD ALLAN DYKSTRA
graduated in May. 1981 from New Brunswick
Theological Seminary, was ordained to the gospel
ministry on June 14 by the Classis of Dakota,
and began serving as pastor of the Jay Gould
Memorial Reformed Church in Roxbury, New
York on July 1.
GA YLENE BLANKERS received
a Master's Degree in Special Education at
Drake University last summer. She is currently
a multi-categorical instructor at the Middle
School in Winterset, Iowa.
WAYNE SNELLER, his wife TAMRA
(DE NEUI '77) and family moved to rural
Sheffield, Iowa where he is serving as pastor
of the Zion Reformed Church. Wayne graduated
from Western Theological Seminary in May '81.
'80 MARK BUSH is serving as coordi-
nator of retreat ministries at Jackson County
Ministries. Annville, Kentucky after attending
Western Theological Seminary for one year.
Mark plans to return to the seminary in another
year.
MARK and SUE (lNTVELD)
SIEMONSMA are living at Le Mars. Iowa,
Mark is a salesman for Arnold Motor Supply
and Sue is an art teacher and coach at Granville
Spaulding High School. The Siemonsmas have
a son Eric.
MORE INFORMATION ON OUR
1981 GRADUATES
LARRY BAKKER is a deputy sheriff
at Hospers, Iowa ... MICHELLE
BAUSCH is with the Kent County Li-
brary Administration in Grand Rapids,
Michigan ... GARY BLANKERS
is a supervisor with Container Cor-
poration of America in Sioux City,
Iowa ... RUTH BOGAARD Meender-
ing teaches at a Christian School in
Sioux Falls, SD .... STEVE BOLDA
is living in Orange City while his wife
Jodell completes her studies at NW ...
RANDALL BRIESE is teaching ele-
mentary P.E. and is coaching at Huron,
S.D ... TARYN BRINK is a home-
maker. . DIANNE BRUXVOORT
is attending the University of Texas ...
MICHAEL CALVERT is a graduate
assistant at U. S.D.. BARBARA
COBB is a homemaker. . MARLYS
DE GROOT is studying physical thera-
py at the University oflowa ... CLA Y-
TON DE JONG attends medical
school at the University ofIowa .
DONNA DORR is a librarian at
Marcus, Iowa ... LORI GROSS is
the youth coordinator at the First
Christian Church, F airfield, Iowa ...
CALVIN HELMUS works at Hope
Haven in Rock Valley, Iowa ... TERRY
HOLTON works for I.B.P. in South
Sioux City, Neb .... DIANNE INSEL-
MAN teaches 2nd grade at Trinity
Presbyterian School in Slidell, Louisi-
ana ... TIM KOERSELMAN is teach-
ing at Carlisle, Iowa ... KELVIN
KRUGER is assisting in the athletic
department at Northwestern College ...
PATRICIA LARSON is a home-
maker ... CHERYL LA UER is living in
Tacoma, Wash .... JULIE LENSINK
Camp is a substitute teacher at Aurelia,
Iowa ... ROBERT MC LAUGHLIN
returned to NW for student teaching
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the first semester. . KIM NELSON
is teaching special education in Chero-
kee, Iowa.. PEGGY NIVISON is
employed at Harker's in Orange City,
Iowa ... CYNDI MARTENS Nykamp
is employed in a department store in
Holland, Mich .... SALLY O'BRIEN
is living in Riverside, CA . PAM
PAQUIN Smith is living in Bowling
Green, Ky., where her husband Richard
attends graduate school ... CAROLYN
PENNING is a part-time coach of
Girls Basketball at North Central High
School in Manly, Iowa ... CHERYL
PRINS is a physical therapist in Minne-
apolis, Minn .... MARTHA RANKIN
is a substitute teacher ... MEL
REEVES attends Bethel Seminary at
St. Paul, Minn., and is also employed
at the Park Avenue Methodist Church
there. . TAMRA ROWENHORST
is employed at Northwestern State Bank
in Orange City. . PAMELA RUIS
returned to Northwestern College for
additional hours. . CHERYL RUST
is attending Sioux Falls Nettleton
College in S.D.. . ERIC P. SCHUT
is farming in northwestern Iowa ...
LILA ELLIOTT Sybesma is a home-
maker in Sioux Center, Iowa ...
KIMBERLY VAN DRUNEN is a
teacher's aide in the 3rd grade at Willow
Springs School, South Holland Ill.
BRYAN VAN GORP is a correctional
section supervisor at Lincoln, Neb ...
JOLENE VAN OORT is a group house
parent at Hope Haven in Rock Valley,
Iowa .. GENEVA VINK VAN
PERUSEM is a homemaker and sub-
stitute teacher in Orange City ... MARY
BETH VAN RHEENEN works part-
time at Northwestern College assisting
with publications ... DA VID VAN
WYK is a trucker at Sheldon, Iowa ...
CARMEN VANDE STOUWE is a
caseworker at Hope Haven in Rock
Valley, Iowa ... PATRICIA VAN-
DEN HULL lives in Overland Park,
Kan ... ESTHER VANDE GRIEND
is working at Handicap Village in
Sheldon, Iowa ... SHERRY VANDER
PLOEG is a homemaker ... KATH-
LEEN VERVERS is the Director of
Christian Education at the First Re-
formed Church of Rock Valley, Iowa ...
RONALD WAGENAAR is attending
law school ... CRYSTAL WESTER-
CAMP Lyddon lives at Manhattan,
Kan .... DOUGLAS WESTRA works
for an accounting firm in Denver, Colo.
•
/
-
BIRTHS
•
De. ('70) and Mrs. GARY SMIT
Son - Jason Matthew 1/15/81
Mr. ('76) and Mrs. TONY WEILER
Son - Adam Anthony
Mr. and Mrs. Terrence Warner (JOYCE
HEEMSTRA '64)
Adopted June 1981 - Ruth Annmarie,
Darlene Maria, William (Bill) Ellis
Mr. ('75) and Mrs. VERN WALLINGA
(JOYCE KUYPER '75)
Daughter - Ethanie Ann
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Bonestroo (LAURA
SMIT '78)
Daughter - Rebecca Lynn
Me. ('73) and Mrs. CORNIE WASSINK
Son - Matthew Wade
Me. ('80) and Mrs. DEAN SCHNOES
Son - Christopher Lee
Mr. ('76) and Mrs. JOHN HUBERS (LYNN
LENDERINK '76)
Son - Adam David
Me. ('80) and Mrs. EDWARD H. SCHREUR
Son - Christopher Edward
Me. ('74) and Mrs. ALAN DONALDSON
(LINDA SCHOEP '72)
Daughter - Shandra Rae
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Roghair (ELAINE
STUIT '69)
Daughter - Donna Jean
Rev. ('75) and Mrs. BRUCE WILTERDINK
(NAOMI HIEMSTRA '75)
Daughter - Jean Marie (by adoption)
Rev. ('70) and Mrs. PERRY RAAK
(CHERYL RAVENHORST '70)
Daughter - Tenae Rebecca
Rev. ('74) and Mrs. C. KEITH GEENSE
(BETH SIDERIUS '73)
Son - Jonathan Keith
Me. ('79) and Mrs. BILL KROGMAN
(SHEILA HOFFMAN '77)
Son - Joshua James
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Van Roekel (BRENDA
DE WILD '74)
Daughter - Sara Ann
Rev. ('65) and Mrs. LELAND FOREMAN
(JEANE PALSMA '67)
Son - Paul Aaron
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth De Kok (DIANNE
SAMPSON '75)
Daughter - Kara Darlene
De. ('70) and Mrs. ROBERT BOERIGTER
Son - John J.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Henderson (VICKY
BIRCHARD '74)
Son - Todd Robert
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle De Zeeuw (HELEN
POLLEMA '71)
Son - Pierce Eliot
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Kloewer (ANNETTE
AHRENHOLTZ '71)
Daughter - Susan Marie
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Courter (LINDA RALPH '67)
Daughter - Rebecca Kay, Joins - Donald, 6;
Brenda, 4; and Belinda, 2
Mr. ('79) and Mrs. BRUCE HELD
(BARBARA GAALSWYK '77)
Daughter - Lindsey 10, Joins - sister, Nicole
Mr. ('79) and Mrs. JAMES TURNER (PAULA
SUGDEN '76)
Daughter - Ruth Dorothy
Mr. Larry and GLORIA DIRKSEN ('73)
Son - Daniel Lee, Joins Corry and Kristy
Mr. ('71) and Mrs. LYLE VANDER POL
(KAREN SIKMA '75)
Daughter - Kristin Joy
Mr. ('74) and Mrs. ROGER EWOLDT
Daughter - Paula Rae
Mr. ('73) and Mrs. WILMER WYNIA
(DIANE BROMMER '73)
Son - Kevin Martin
Mr. ('71) and Mrs. PAUL LUBBERS
(BARBARA JACOBS '70)
Son - Grant Raymond
Mr. ('76) and Mrs. DARYL HIBMA
Daughter - Danelle Louise
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley McDowell (CAROL
/
CLEVERINGA '71)
Daughter - Nancy Marie
Mr. ('70) and Mrs. LARRY OOLMAN
Daughter - Lori Ruth
Mr. ('78) and Mrs. JAMES THORNTON
(PAMELA BONNEMA '78)
Daughter - Erica Jo
Mr. ('70) and Mrs. JAMES GROOTERS
Son - Daniel James
Mr. ('72) and Mrs. NOLAN VANDER
BROEK
Daughter - Nora Kay
Mr. ('73) and Mrs. MARVIN BOSCH
Son - Bryon Jacob
Mr. ('78) and Mrs. DUANE FEEKES
(MARILYN TJEERDSMA '78)
Daughter - Emily lean
Mr. and Mrs. Arlen Van Dyke (DEE
DEBBINK '77)
Daughter - Kacey Marie
Mr. ('73) and Mrs. DICK VAN NYHUlS
Son - Michael Alan
Major ('63) and Mrs. DARRELL VAN
KLOMPENBURG
Daughter - Faith Michelle
Mr. ('73) and Mrs. TOM VANDER BROEK
(DIANE VANDER STOEP '73)
Daughter - Renee Salome
Mr. ('77) and Mrs. EVAN PEUSE (SHAWN
DUISTERMARS '78)
Daughter - Emily Shawn
Mr. ('74) and Mrs. DAVE VAN MEETEREN
(LINDA MASTBERGEN '73)
Daughter - Lori
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald Toering (Staff)
Son - Leland Jay
Mr. ('76) and JAY DE ZEEUW (MARY
HAMMERSTROM '78)
Daughter - Katie Marie
Dr. ('71) and Mrs. KENNETH BUSSEMA
(EVELYN VAN REGEN MORTER '69)
Daughter ~ Rachel Joy
Mr. and Mrs. Don Riibe (CAM KORVER '77)
Son - Lawrence Francis (by adoption)
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Horstman (JERILYN
VERMULM '78)
Daughter - Julie Marie
MARRIAGES
BRYAN RAAK ('77) and Cece Boynton
GALEN BARTA ('81) and JOANN VAN
CLEAVE ('82)
GEORGE STEPHENS ('81) and Lesa
Haarsma
ROBERT DE YOUNG ('80) and JULIE
CHAPMAN ('83)
KIMBERLY ROBBINS ('81) and Lawrence
Miles
LORI SOLBERG ('81) and Keith A. Miller
MERRY VRIESEN ('78) and Randy
McGowen
JOCELYN VAN GORP ('84) and MARK
VAN HEUKELOM ('84)
GREGG BOONE ('81) and Sheri Van Roekel
JOHN HAACK ('70) and Beverly Nelson
FONDA KOERSELMAN ('73) and
Gerald De Kruif
DEBORAH DEHAAN ('73) and William
J. Hedges
RANDALL OllSTRA ('77) and BARBARA
VANDER MATEN ('76)
CHRISTINE HEGSTAD ('79) and Jerry
Dykstra
CLARK PENNINGS ('80) and Merilee
Vermeer
GARY SMIT recently completed
the necessary requirements for the Ed.D. degree
from Northern Illinois University in De Kalb,
Illinois. Following graduation fromNorthwestern,
Dr. Smit received the M.A. degree from Roose-
velt University and a C.A.S. degree in the field
of educational administration from Northern
Illinois. For the past three years, he has served
as superintendent of the Genoa City, Wisconsin
school district.
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NECROLOGY
MARCELLA VAN MEEVEREN Leemkuil,
Academy graduate '31, passed away re-
cently at Rock Rapids, Iowa at the age of
67. After attending NW Junior College for
one year, she taught school for four years.
She married William Leemkuil and they lived
near Little Rock, Iowa for most of their
married life.
JAMES VANER HEIDE ('34) of Bellflower,
California, died June 26, 1982 at the age
of67.
HERMAN LE FLEUR ('48) of Capac, Mich.
died recently of injuries sustained in a car
accident at the age of 57.
ALVIN BROLSMA ('48) passed away on
November 22, 1982 at his home in Wright-
wood, Calif. following a heart attack.
ELMER VAN ROEKEL ('24) died ofa long
illness on November 10, 1981 at the age of
73. He spent most of his life as a fanner in
the Maurice, Iowa area.
Katie Marie De Zeeuw, the two month old
daughter of JAY and MARY HAMMER-
STROM DE ZEEUW, passed away suddenly
in a Sioux City hospital in December. She
was the granddaughter of JOHN and ELLA
DUISTERMARS DE ZEEUW of Hull,
Iowa and Dr. and Mrs. Harold Hammerstrom
of Orange City.
JAMES E. MULDER ('43) died December 9.
1981, at Oostburg, Wisconsin.
THREE 1977 NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE
GRADUATES EARN M.D's at UNIVERSITY
OF IOWA in 1981.
DAVID VAN GORP, MELVIN WAG
LlNGA and JEFFREY DE HAAN, 1977
classmates and graduates of Northwestern
College, attended the University of Iowa
Medical School and were in the same graduating
class in 1981. David Van Gorp from Sheldon,
Iowa is serving an internship at Sioux City,
Iowa. Melvin Wallinga from Sheldon, Iowa will
intern for one year at Yakima, Washington and
for two years at Spokane, Washington. Jeffrey
De Haan is interning in San Antonio, Texas.
Jeffs home is in Orange City, Iowa.
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS
Graduates of Northwestern College
who were recipients of scholarships
from Western Theological Seminary
last May were NORIMICHI ODATE
'80, DAVID LANDEGENT '78,
VERLYN BOONE '78, MARLIN
VIS '70, ALAN HOFLAND '70,
DOUGLAS SCHOLTEN '78 and
WENDELL BRENNEMAN '8 I. The
scholarships were awarded to students
who distinguished themselves aca-
demically. The sources of the scholar-
ships are varied; some are bequests,
memorials and annual gifts from
churches and individuals.
From all points ...
COME TO THE REUNION!
JULY 4TH WEEKEND
PICNICATHLETICS-TOURS-MOVIESSWIMMING-FUN FOR THE FAMILY
